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Berbéri, Carine, and Molly O'Brien Castro. 2015. 30 Years after: Issues and Representations of the Falklands War. Farnham: Ashgate. Includes chapters, Images of the Falklands War: between fact, fiction and affliction by Georges Fournier, and, The Falklands War: readings over time by Maria Angélica Semilla Durán [in literature and film]


Coleman, Joe. 2014. *House Full: An Affectionate Look Back at the Old Cinemas and the Theatres of Limerick -- the People, the Stories, the Films and the Shows*. [Ireland]: Joe Coleman.


Frey, Mattias. 2015. *The Permanent Crisis of Film Criticism: The Anxiety of Authority*. Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press.


Landsberg, Alison. 2015. “‘This Isn’t Usual, Mr. Pendleton, This Is History’: Spielberg’s Lincoln and the Production of Historical Knowledge”. *Rethinking History* 19 (3): 482–92. doi:10.1080/13642529.2015.1006868. [Part of forum on the film *Lincoln* 2012]


